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Abstract

The megacity of São Paulo, Brazil recently faced a severe three-year drought (20132015) that highlighted the challenges of growing water demands, unpredictability of future
supply, and proper communication with the public during crisis. Given the poor outcomes of the
recent drought, the question remains as to how the drought can be used to inform and improve
future drought preparedness. This study develops a seven-step framework using simulation and
a computational search to identify promising drought plans based on the historic record. These
promising plans are then tested under alternative states of the world to explore their robustness
and identify regions of vulnerability. While the resulting drought plans are dependent on many
assumptions regarding system operations, performance preferences, and future conditions, the
process can be used by managers with knowledge of the system in collaboration with
stakeholders to identify drought plans that will result in better outcomes.
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1. Introduction
a. Goals of Drought Planning
Managers of urban water supply systems around the world face the simultaneous
challenges of growing demands, aging infrastructure, and increasing uncertainty regarding future
inflows. During droughts, water managers must balance the impacts of water curtailments
against the risks of depleting storage to dangerous levels. A drought plan provides a
management template for the circumstances that demand a response and the actions that should
be taken to reduce demand and/or augment supply to extend available storage. Well-conceived
drought plans with clear courses of actions may reduce the economic impacts associated with
emergency response (Gutierrez et al., 2014). Despite this known benefit, many managers still
respond to drought in “an ad hoc manner, which can be characterized as emergency response or
crisis management” (Buurman et al., 2016).
The benefits of long-term drought planning efforts were recently showcased in California
where decades of investments in conservation and water reuse, the utilization of water markets,
and system interconnections allowed utilities flexibility in the management of a significant
drought (Hanak et al., 2015). The California drought also exposed weaknesses in the state’s
drought preparedness, such as inequities in the distribution of impacts (urban areas were wellpositioned for drought whereas rural areas suffered impacts of dropping groundwater levels in
private wells) and failure to develop drought plans for the environment (AghaKouchak, 2015;
Hanak et al., 2015). The California example shows that “drought preparedness cannot eliminate
all costs and consequences of water scarcity, but it can help lessen vulnerabilities and enable
society to handle trade-offs in a transparent and balanced way” and post-drought analysis may
help to improve drought preparedness moving forward (Hanak et al., 2015).
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b. Drought Plan Components
Drought plans often contain both strategic and tactical elements. Strategic elements
include long-term actions taken to balance supply and demand, reducing the probability and
mitigating the effects of drought (Buurman et al., 2016; Fontaine et al., 2014). Examples include
the implementation of an increasing block pricing structure for water or the mandate of water
efficient appliances in new buildings. Tactical elements refer to short-term actions taken when a
drought is occurring, and may include voluntary or mandatory restrictions.
Tactical elements often involve drought stages, indicators, triggers, and responses
(Fontaine et al., 2014; Palmer et al., 2002; Steinemann & Cavalcanti, 2006). Drought stages are
characterized by increasing levels of severity. For example, New York City Department of
Environmental Protection has a drought contingency plan with phases of drought watch, drought
warning, and drought emergency, with three levels of emergency with increasing severity (City
of New York Department of Environmental Protection, 2012). A review of state drought plans
in the western United States found that the number of drought stages typically ranges from 2-5
with 3 being most common (Fontaine et al., 2014). Drought indicators are indices that can be
monitored to infer drought conditions and may involve variables such as precipitation,
streamflow, soil moisture, or reservoir storage levels depending on the context. Drought
indicators have been developed for many types of drought and assessed for their usefulness in
different settings (Heim, 2002; Keyantash & Dracup, 2002; WMO & GWP, 2016). Drought
triggers are specific values of drought indicators used to signal the onset or end of discrete stages
of drought. Without triggers in place, responses to drought conditions may be delayed (Botterill
& Hayes, 2012). Responses are the measures taken to extend water supply and reduce the
impact on consumers and the utility (such as demand curtailments or seeking alternative sources
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of water). Each management action “should be evaluated on its cost, degree of risk reduction,
robustness to extreme events, and environmental effects” (Buurman et al., 2016). Another
important part of a drought program is the post-drought assessment during which managers
evaluate what worked and postulate alternatives to better formulate plans for the future. In this
way, drought plans are “living” documents (Palmer et al., 2002).
c. Development and Analysis of Alternative Drought Plans
The development of drought plans typically involves the identification of problems and
opportunities; definition of goals and objectives; formulation, evaluation, and comparison of
alternative plans; and selection of the recommended plan (Institute of Water Resources, 1994).
A computer model of the water supply system is often developed to analyze how alternative
management strategies could improve the system’s performance during low-flow periods
(Institute of Water Resources, 1994). Simulation models allow managers to explore various
scenarios and possible management strategies in an artificial setting, asking the question, “what
if?” (Winz et al., 2009). In situations where there may be many possible drought plans,
simulation may be too time consuming and computationally intensive and optimization may be
used instead to uncover the best possible solutions. Although optimization is appealing in this
way, it depends on assumptions regarding model formulation, preferences of performance
metrics and importance weighing, and external factors such as inflows, climate, or prices, largely
limiting application to research and policy. Furthermore, with the understanding that the historic
record may not be an accurate indicator of future inflows (Milly et al., 2008), the ability to assess
performance over a range of possible futures has become increasingly important.
Consequently, many frameworks have been proposed to develop drought plans that are
robust across variable states of the world (e.g., Decision Scaling, Robust Decision Making
3

(RDM), Many Objective Robust Decision Making (MORDM), Info-Gap) (Brown et al., 2012;
Herman et al., 2015; Kasprzyk et al., 2009, 2013; Matrosov et al., 2013). Broadly, these
frameworks all have processes for developing alternatives, identifying sampling states of the
world, identifying sensitive parameters, and evaluating the robustness of drought plans, although
the frameworks vary in the approach and sequence of these processes (Herman et al., 2015).
These frameworks may be applied separately or simultaneously (Matrosov et al., 2013).
Alternative drought plans may be pre-specified based on knowledge of the system or may
be identified through a computational search of possible solutions (e.g. optimization or an
enumeration of the decision space) (Herman et al., 2015). Values of uncertain factors must be
considered to create a variety of possible states of the world to assess robustness (Herman et al.,
2015). Uncertain factors may include climate factors (e.g., temperature, precipitation, or
streamflow), economic factors (e.g., water and energy prices), water demand changes, political
constraints, or others. A wide range of plausible values should be considered as there is greater
risk in “sampling too narrow a range (thus ignoring potentially important vulnerability)”
(Herman et al., 2015). Each alternative is subjected to the generated states of the world and
robustness metrics are calculated to compare performance. Robustness metrics may be measures
of regret (quantifying the cost of choosing incorrectly) or satisficing measures (referring to the
stakeholder preference of meeting minimum requirements, but not necessarily achieving the best
performance) (Herman et al., 2015; Lempert et al., 2007; Simon, 1959). Satisficing robustness
metrics may lead to the solutions that are most in line with stakeholder requirements (Herman et
al., 2015). Sensitivity analyses are performed to identify states of the world that are likely to
cause the failure of a plan, and this information may be used to identify adaptation opportunities
to reduce vulnerabilities or identify improved plans (Herman et al., 2015; Kasprzyk et al., 2013).
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These frameworks result in a large quantity of data (multiple performance metrics are
calculated for each drought plan over various states of the world) and, without objective
information on which performance metrics are most important, there can be no single best
solution. Pareto analysis provides a methodology to eliminate the plans with performance that is
dominated by other solutions, yielding the pareto set of non-inferior solution (Jackson, 1975;
Reed et al., 2013). Kaspryzk et al. emphasize the importance of visual aids to help decision
makers understand trade-offs and “inform evolving hypotheses” such as parallel axis plots, 3-D
figures, and the use of color for decision variables (Kasprzyk et al., 2009, 2013). The pareto set
may be found using “best” assumptions regarding the state of the world (perhaps historic values),
and then subjected to parameter variability to determine how plans “perform when these bestestimate assumptions are relaxed” (Kasprzyk et al., 2013).
The following section describes water challenges in São Paulo, Brazil and how they
contributed to negative outcomes seen during the 2013-2015 drought. As drought may often be
“a catalyst for new strategic measures that address water stress in the long term” (Buurman et al.,
2016), the drought planning principles described above are then applied to explore how
alternative drought management plans could have improved outcomes of the recent drought and
may better prepare managers and the public for future droughts.
2. Background
a. São Paulo Water Resource Challenges
The megacity of São Paulo, Brazil, like other extremely large urban areas, has numerous
challenges in providing water security to its rapidly growing population. The metropolitan
region of São Paulo (MRSP) is located in São Paulo State, on the coast of southeastern Brazil.
The MRSP has 39 municipalities, including the city of São Paulo (B. P. F. Braga et al., 2006).
5

São Paulo has grown from a population of 300,000 in the early 1900’s to 21.3 million in 2016
(United Nations, 2016). The city is an economic engine for the nation; with 10% of the national
population, the MRSP is responsible for 19% of Brazil’s national GDP (Haddad & Teixeira,
2015). São Paulo state has the highest population and largest economic productivity in the
country (Costa Barbosa et al., 2016). With over 43% of Brazil’s population, the southeast region
of Brazil has merely 6% of its water resources (de Andrade et al., 2011).
Water demand in the MRSP has grown dramatically due to population growth and rapid
industrial development (The World Bank, 2012). Water demand has grown from 5 m3/s in 1940
to 71.4 m3/s as of February 2014 (Hermann & Braga, 1997; SABESP, 2015). During the last 20
years, São Paulo’s population grew by over 20% and water demand grew at an even faster rate
(Otto et al., 2015). Historically, demand increases in the MRSP have been addressed by
expanding supply by building larger reservoirs and infrastructure for long-distance water
transfers (Buurman et al., 2016) rather than by promoting conservation. In 2008 Sabesp, the
State’s water supply and sanitation company, reported a 34.1% system-wide loss of water during
distribution and only 27% of the water produced is billable (SABESP, 2015).
São Paulo is a sprawling metropolis, having grown 11 fold, from 200 km2 in 1930 to
2,407 km2 in 2002 (Nobre et al., 2016). Although the population growth rate has currently been
reduced to 0.65% per year (The World Bank, 2012), the process of urban expansion has
continued (B. P. F. Braga et al., 2006). The city’s rapid growth has resulted in the development
of low-income, informal settlements called favelas, which often lack adequate water and
sanitation infrastructure (The World Bank, 2012). These settlements consequently generate
untreated sewage, solid waste, and non-point source pollution, impacting water quality and
raising treatment costs (B. P. F. Braga et al., 2006). Much of the “uncontrolled urban expansion”
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has occurred within the Guarapiranga and Billings water system, which provides 20% of the
MRSP water demand (The World Bank, 2012). This area has been a protected water resources
area since the 1970’s, which means any form of occupation of this area is prohibited. This
regulation has not prevented the settlement of these lands by poor people who cannot afford
housing in the inner city (Stevaux et al., 2009), but it has made it challenging for water and
sanitation infrastructure to expand to this area. Impermeability of the Upper Tietê basin has
increased to 37%, increasing the frequency and severity of flooding which again, impacts
predominantly the low-income populations in informal settlements (The World Bank, 2012).
b. São Paulo Water Supply System
The MRSP is located in the Upper Tietê River Basin, which has a drainage area of
approximately 5,895 km2 (Johnsson & Kemper, 2005). This river basin has water availability of
approximately 201 m3/person/year (Johnsson et al., 2005), which falls under Falkenmark’s
definition of “absolute scarcity” at <500 m3/person/year (Falkenmark, 2016). With low
groundwater availability in the Upper Tietê river basin, the MRSP is highly dependent on surface
water sources (Rodrigues et al., 2015).
Growing water demands in the MRSP and periods of low inflows led to water shortages
and rotations in the distribution system in the past (B. P. F. Braga et al., 2006). In response to
the observed shortages, a water transfer project from the Piracicaba river basin to supplement
supply to the MRSP began in 1966 (B. P. F. Braga et al., 2006). The construction of the
Cantareira system was completed in 1973 and involved the construction of four dams on rivers in
the Piracicaba and Upper Tietê river basins (Rodrigues et al., 2015). The reservoirs are
connected by a series of tunnels, transporting water by gravity from the Jaguari-Jacareí reservoirs
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through the Cachoeira and Atibainha reservoirs to the Paiva Castro Reservoir. Water is then
pumped to the Aguas Claras reservoir, to the treatment plant, and then to the MRSP (Figure 1).

Figure 1 Cantareira system schematic (ANA e DAEE, 2016)
Under normal conditions, the system provides 33 m3/s of water to 8.9 million people in
the MRSP and 5 m3/s to the downstream region of Campinas and Jundaithat (SABESP, 2015).
Cantareira is the largest supplier for the MRSP, supplying about half the city’s demand, and the
remaining supply for the MRSP comes from 7 additional production systems.
São Paulo has warm, humid summers from December through February, which coincides
with the rainy season, and cool, dry winters from June through August. The Cantareira system
receives the largest inflows in January through March, with a draw down period between June
and November where inflows are on average less than demands (Figure 2).
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Figure 2 Inflows to the Cantareira system. The box depicts the range from 25th to 75th
percentiles, with the 50th percentile shown as a line through the box. The whiskers extend
to the highest and lowest value within 1.5 times the inter-quartile range (distance between
first and third quartiles). Outliers are plotted as points.
A raster hydrograph of inflows to the Cantareira system illustrates the existence of both
drought and flood conditions (Figure 3). The flood of 1983 occurred during an ENSO year, with
an average of 110 mm falling in the Upper Tiete basin in 24 hours (Stevaux et al., 2009). Prior
to the recent drought, the drought of record occurred in 1953-1954 (note the lack of dark blue in
Figure 3). The region also faced a drought in the mid-2000s, and the Cantareira system
eventually reached a record low in 2003 (Dos Santos & Pereira Filho, 2014). Later, in 2010, the
reservoirs were full and spilling due to flooding. With periods of high and low inflows, this
network of reservoirs must be managed to protect against threats of both extreme drought and
flooding.
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Figure 3 Raster hydrograph of inflows to the Cantareira system. The flood of 1983 is clear
with dark blues and the drought in the early 1950’s and the recent 2013-2015 drought is
evident with yellow bands (data source: ANA e DAEE, 2016).
c. São Paulo 2013-2015 Drought
i. Onset of the Drought
The Cantareira system started 2013 with about half of its active storage volume,
approximately the 27th percentile of typical storage in January. The reservoirs were unable to
10

recover substantial storage during the typical rainy season of January through March 2013 due to
below average rainfall. Storage levels declined through the dry months and, again, when the
rainy season of December 2013-February 2014 came, precipitation was less than half of average
(Cruxen, 2016). Each month of 2014 set a new record for minimum monthly inflows (Figure 4).
The inflows continued below average until December 2015. These low inflows led to the
continuous decline of storage from May of 2013 and through 2015 (Figure 5).

Figure 4 Historic inflows to the Cantareira system. The dark shaded regions show the 25th
to 75th percentile flows for each month and the light shaded regions show the range of
inflows prior to 2012 (lower limit is the minimum observed and upper limit are the
maximum observed flows for each month). Median inflows are shown with a solid black
line. Inflows in 2013, 2014, and 2015 are shown in dashed, dotted, and dot-dashed lines.
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Figure 5 Total storage in the Cantareira system from 2004-2016. Raw data was taken from
Coutinho et al. 2015 and modified to include dead storage throughout the record.
A second cause of the rapidly falling storage levels at this time was a reluctance by the
government and water managers to acknowledge the worsening water crisis. Due to upcoming
elections, the term “water crisis” was avoided (Buurman et al., 2016). Despite reservoirs
reaching their lowest storage levels, with less than 5% including dead storage in January 2015,
an emergency declaration was not made until August 19, 2015 when the second most significant
water source for the MRSP, after the Cantareira, also reached dangerous levels (Nobre et al.,
2016).
Under average hydrological conditions, 31 m3/s was withdrawn from the Jaguari-Jacareí,
Cachoeira, and Atibainha reservoirs, 2 m3/s from Paiva Castro, and 5 m3/s were released
downstream. A set of “risk aversion curves” were in place to proportionately reduce these
deliveries when inflows were below normal (Kelman, 2015). As the dry rainy season of 2014
came to a close without any relief, the state governor created a Technical Advisory Management
12

Group (GTAG) to determine how to operate the Cantareira system during the drought on
February 10, 2014. GTAG included representatives from ANA, DAEE, SABESP, and the
Secretaries of the PCJ and AT river basin committees (Falconi, unpublished). In March 2014,
the risk aversion curves were abandoned and since then, ANA and DAEE have had the authority
to set limits on withdrawals from the Cantareira system by month based on storage levels,
inflows, and requests for extraction from Sabesp (SABESP, 2015). From 33 m3/s prior to the
drought, deliveries were reduced to as low as 10.5 m3/s during the height of the drought, and
more recently the permitted extractions remain at 23 m3/s. In addition to reducing withdrawals,
ANA and DAEE approved requests twice to pump two dead storage volumes. The first
commenced in May 2014 and the second in October 2014. The infrastructure and pumps needed
to access the dead storage cost US$ 80 million (Dobrovolski & Rattis, 2015).
At the same time, a suite of management actions was taken to reduce demand on the
Cantareira system. In February 2014, Sabesp instituted a “bonus” program in which consumers
who reduced their water demands by over 20% were eligible for a 30% reduction in their water
bill. System storage was only 215 hm3 (503 hm3 including the dead storage that had not been
accessed yet) at this time. The bonus program was made available to anyone served by the
Cantareira in February 2014, to all residents of the MRSP in April 2014, and to other
municipalities served by Sabesp in the Piracicaba, Capivari, and Jaguari River Basins in the
Cantareira catchment area from June 2014 to December 2014 (SABESP, 2015). In October 2014
the bonus program was made more flexible where customers who reduced water use by 10-15%
received a 10% discount, those who reduced by 15-20% received a 20% discount, and those who
reduced by more than 20% received a 30% discount (SABESP, 2015). The reference water use
was the average use between February 2013 and January 2014 until December 2015, when the
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reference water use became 78% of the prior reference consumption value to encourage further
demand reduction (SABESP, 2015). This bonus program was promoted in public media and
with direct solicitation (SABESP, 2014). Sabesp also penalized consumers who increased their
water use by up to 20% by charging an additional 40% and consumers who increased water use
by over 20% by charging an additional 100%. In January 2015, ANA, DAEE, and the secretary
of the environment and sustainable development published a guide to water use restrictions.
Based on 3-day average flow rates, the basin would either be in an alert or have mandated
restrictions including a 20% reduction in public and animal water use, a 30% reduction in
agricultural and industrial use, and a complete cessation of water for other uses ((ANA), 2015).
Residents reduced water through activities such as collecting rain and bath water and reusing
wash water for watering plants, washing floors, and flushing toilets (Targa & Batista, 2015).
Structural measures were also taken during the drought. Plans to construct additional
water transfers between reservoirs were accelerated (Buurman et al., 2016). These transfers and
use of existing interconnections allowed nearly 3 million people previously served by the
Cantareira system to be serviced by other systems (SABESP, 2015). To reduce leakages in
pipes, pressure reduction valves were used to lower pressure in the distribution system. Together
these actions resulted in a reduction in water deliveries to the MRSP from 71.4 m3/s in February
2014 to an average monthly production in 2015 of 52.0 m3/s (SABESP, 2015). In depth
summaries of the drought are covered elsewhere (B. Braga & Kelman, 2016; SABESP, 2014,
2015).
ii. Drought outcomes
Many citizens of São Paulo were impacted significantly by the drought. The pressure
reduction measures taken to reduce leakages from the distribution system prevented the
14

distribution of water to portions of the city for days (Nobre et al., 2016). Sabesp notes that as a
result of the pressure reduction “some areas of São Paulo metropolitan region temporarily had
less water availability during part of the day and night” (SABESP, 2015). The size of the
population affected and the duration of their water shortages was a topic of debate among
managers and the public. The low-income population was most affected by the pressure
reduction because they often could not afford to secure water from other sources (such as tanker
trucks). Residents began collecting rainwater, which was in some cases not stored safely.
Instances of dengue in São Paulo tripled between 2014 and 2015 (Otto et al., 2015). Prices of
food such as tomatoes and lettuce rose by as much as 30% (Nobre et al., 2016). There was
resulting social unrest and protests throughout the city (Dobrovolski et al., 2015; Nobre et al.,
2016).
The drought also impacted hydropower production and resulted in increases in energy
prices since 80% of energy in Brazil comes from hydroelectric power (Dobrovolski et al., 2015).
Sabesp, for example, saw a 36.5% increase in energy costs from 2014 to 2015 (SABESP, 2015).
Thermoelectric power plants made up some of the electricity demand; however, these plants are
more expensive and are a main source of Brazil’s carbon emissions (Dobrovolski et al., 2015).
Post-drought analyses indicated that the drought was “most likely not driven by an
increase in hydrometeorological hazard,” but rather by water use changes and accelerated
population growth (Otto et al., 2015). Another driver refers to the “reduction of ecosystem
service provided by natural forests” (Dobrovolski et al., 2015). It is unclear how further changes
in climate would impact drought risk in São Paulo, as the city is “on the edge of the boundary
between decreasing precipitation (to the north) and increasing precipitation (to the south)” and
there is a large spread between model results (Otto et al., 2015).
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The remainder of the paper focuses on improving water management through the
development of drought plans with clear definitions of the severity of the drought and what the
management response should be to each level of drought. This analysis starts by describing the
development of a model of the Cantareira system. Next, the need for a drought plan is
exemplified by using the model to analyze how stressed the Cantareira system is at meeting
demand under current and potential future conditions. Third, a range of alternative drought plans
are developed and assessed to identify promising drought plans. The robustness of these
promising drought plans is then analyzed by subjecting each drought plan to synthetically
generated variable current and potential future conditions.
3. Methodology
a. Model Development
The Cantareira system is modeled in Microsoft Excel and uses a mass balance of inflows,
storage, and outflows for each of the four reservoirs at a monthly time step. Inflows in the model
include 1932-2016, with data from 1932-2014 taken from an ANA/DAEE reference document
(ANA e DAEE, 2015) and data from 2015-2016 taken from daily postings by Sabesp (Coutinho
et al., 2015). Inflows from 1932-1993 were developed as part of a 1995 hydrologic study,
“Plano Integrado de Aproveitamento e Controle dos Recursos Hídricos das Bacias Alto Tietê,
Piracicaba e Baixada Santista” (“Integrated Plan for the Use and Control of Water Resources of
the Alto Tiete, Piracicaba and Baixada Santista Basins”) (ANA e DAEE, 2015). Inflows from
1994 to 2014 were calculated using a water balance equation based on Sabesp’s operations of the
reservoir system that considers downstream reservoir releases, transfers between reservoirs, and
starting and ending storage (evaporation is not included) (ANA e DAEE, 2015). Storage
capacities of the Jaguari-Jacareí, Cachoeira, Atibainha, and Paiva Castro are 808.12 hm3 (plus
16

239.43 hm3 dead storage), 69.75 hm3 (plus 46.81 hm3 dead storage), 95.26 hm3 (plus 194.93 hm3
dead storage) and 7.61 hm3 (plus 25.33 hm3 dead storage), respectively (ANA e DAEE, 2015).
Demand on the system is assumed to be constant throughout seasons and years at 33 m3/s, which
is the permitted withdrawal from the Cantareira system and the capacity of the associated water
treatment system. Actual monthly variations are small and this assumption will reveal how the
system performs under maximum permitted demand. Downstream releases for all reservoirs and
storage rule curves for the two middle reservoirs were approximated based on observations.
The simulation model mimics operations by first allocating water demand from the final
reservoir in series, Paiva Castro. Considering current storage in and natural inflows to Paiva
Castro, the volume needed from upstream reservoirs to meet MRSP demand is calculated and
then released. The model then considers the storage, natural inflows, and rule curve of the next
upstream reservoir, Atibainha, and calculates the volume needed from upstream to meet
demanded release to Paiva Castro and achieve the volume dictated by its rule curve. The next
upstream reservoir in series, Cachoeira, is then used to determine water needed from the furthest
upstream reservoir, Jaguari-Jacareí, to meet demanded release to Atibainha and the Cachoeira
rule curve. Jaguari-Jacareí provides all available water considering current storage and natural
inflows to meet the demand from the lower reservoirs. Each reservoir also has an approximated
downstream flow target, which is prioritized before meeting user demand. If the full demand
cannot be met, the model releases all available water in the reservoirs.
The model is calibrated by adjusting the rule curves and release targets over the period of
2004-2014 using the storage values reported by Sabesp (Coutinho et al., 2015). Sabesp reports
storage values as percentages of capacity. Prior to the drought, percentages were calculated as
the active storage volume available divided by the active storage capacity. When dead storage
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was accessed, the percentage calculation method changed. Rather than dividing the volume
available (active and dead) by the total capacity (active and dead), percentages were calculated
as the volume available (active and dead) divided by only the active capacity. This reporting
method inflated percentages and caused confusion regarding how much water was available and
how dire the situation in São Paulo was. In April 2015, Sabesp was ordered by a federal court to
report actual storage volumes (Civil Action suits No. 1013197-21.2015.8.26.0053). Sabesp now
reports three percentages on its website (Figure 6). The record of storage percentages was
adjusted to account for the changes in calculation method prior to calibration.

Figure 6 A screenshot taken from Sabesp's website that describes the three indices used to
calculate storage percentages.
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b. System Vulnerability Assessment
System vulnerability is evaluated using current water demands by applying the predrought demand, 33 m3/s, to the 85 years of historic inflow data. The model is run using the
historic record of inflows and no management actions and performance metrics are calculated
and discussed.
i. Metrics of System Performance
The metrics used to assess the system’s performance are:
-

Minimum storage: minimum volume of water stored over the assessment period;

-

10th percentile December storage: the 10th percentile of storage values in all
Decembers over the assessment period. December is historically the month with the
lowest storage levels;

-

Monthly reliability: the percentage of months in which the system meets the full
demand;

-

Annual reliability: the percentage of years in which the system meets the full demand
for the entire year. A year in which the system fails to meet demand for one month
and a year that in which the system fails to meet demand for three months is
considered equivalent as a year of failure;

-

Downstream monthly reliability: the percentage of months in which the system meets
the full downstream demand;

-

Downstream annual reliability: the percentage of years in which the system meets the
full downstream demand for the entire year; and

-

Maximum shortfall: the maximum difference between water demanded and the water
actually delivered.
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These metrics convey system performance as a function of objectives (Table 1). These
objectives are developed for this analysis only and do not reflect the input of São Paulo
stakeholders. In practice, objectives and performance metrics should be developed in a
collaborative process with stakeholders and water managers.
Table 1 Matrix linking objectives with measurements of system performance
Objectives
Minimize risk of running out of
water
Provide sufficient water to
support health and livelihoods

Objective Type
Social, Environmental

Provide sufficient water to
maintain downstream ecology
Reduce impact of shortages felt
by consumers
Reduce economic impact of
shortage on utility

Environmental

Social, Economic

Social/Economic
Economic

Metrics
Minimum storage;
10th Percentile December storage
Monthly reliability,
Annual reliability,
Maximum shortfall
Downstream monthly reliability,
Downstream annual reliability
Economic loss*;
Maximum shortfall
Economic loss*;
Maximum shortfall

*Economic impact to be discussed in the proceeding section
ii. Assessment Procedure
To test system robustness (how performance changes in alternative states of the world)
the model is executed with a series of demands and inflows generated by multiplying the demand
by factors between 60-140% at intervals of 4% and multiplying inflows by factors between 50200% at intervals of 10%. Performance metrics are calculated for each combination of demand
and inflow, and the impacts of altered demand and inflows are displayed in a raster of metric
performance with the factors of demand and inflow on the x- and y-axes, respectively. From
this, the combinations of uncertain future parameters that make the system susceptible to failure
can be identified. This knowledge of system vulnerabilities can be used to inform the
development of drought plans in the following section.
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c. Alternative Drought Plan Assessment
i. Development of Alternative Drought Plans
Having identified the system’s vulnerabilities, drought plans can be devised to improve
expected system performance during periods of low flows. To identify promising drought plans,
first a wide range of plans are developed to explore potential trade-offs in system performance
metrics. As described in Section 1.b Drought Plan Components, drought plans consist of three
main components: drought indicators, triggers, and management actions that correspond to
unique levels of drought. This study defines three drought levels and varies parameters for
drought indicators, triggers, and management actions to explore the effects of identifying and
reacting to drought at different times and with varying levels or severity.
The drought indicator used for this analysis is an adaptation of days of supply remaining
(DSR) (Fisher & Palmer, 1997). DSR is a composite indicator that considers current storage and
forecasts of inflows and demands to determine the number of days of water supply that are
available. In this case study, a three-month forecast was chosen to capture seasonal water
availability in a given month. Demand for each month is assumed to be constant at 33 m3/s and
inflows are taken from the historic record, representing perfect foresight into the future, i.e., a
perfect forecast.
DSR in a given month (i) is calculated by:
𝑆(𝑖)+[(∑31 𝐼(𝑖+1))+(∑31 𝐷(𝑖+1))]

𝐷𝑆𝑅(𝑖) = {

𝐷(𝑖)

}

(Equation 1)

Where S is storage, I is inflow, and D is demand.
Three levels of drought are included in each plan and are initiated by a trigger. Trigger
levels can be defined based on the probability of occurrence or based on the anticipated impacts
of reaching a given trigger level; however, the link from indicator to impact may be difficult to
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quantify (Steinemann et al., 2006). This study uses percentiles of indicator values (percentiles of
DSR) to represent the probability of occurrence. This approach was used for the state drought
plan for Georgia and was described by Georgian water managers as “quantitatively and
intuitively appealing” (Steinemann et al., 2006). Percentiles can be easily interpreted, relating
triggers to “familiar concepts as return periods and probabilities of occurrence” (Steinemann et
al., 2006). To develop trigger levels based on the DSR indicator, the model was run at a constant
demand of 33 m3/s with no management actions. DSR was calculated at a monthly time-step
over the 85-year period and, from this, percentiles of DSR values were calculated for each
month, resulting in monthly curves (Figure 7).

Figure 7 Monthly DSR Percentiles for use as drought triggers.
To use DSR percentiles as drought triggers, three decreasing percentiles are defined as
triggers and the DSR for the current month is compared to the trigger percentile values for the
same month to determine how low anticipated system storage is compared to what has been seen
in the past and what level of drought, if any, the system is in.
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Management actions are characterized as percentage reductions in demand. In practice,
management actions are combinations of water use restrictions and other policy initiatives (i.e.,
pricing structure, monetary incentives, etc.), for which the effect on demand varies depending on
regional circumstances. In this study, drought states 1, 2, and 3 reduce deliveries with increasing
severity, with the precise reductions varying by plan. During the 2013-2015 drought,
withdrawals from the Cantareira system were reduced by as much as 68% to 10.5 m3/s in
October 2015. The demand reductions in the drought plans studied here are between 5%-60%,
which are within the range of known deliveries from the Cantareira system.
To develop drought plans from these components, DSR is the indicator for all drought
plans and the six remaining parameters to vary between plans are the triggers (DSR percentiles)
and management actions (percent demand reduction) for drought levels 1, 2, and 3. To identify
the best performing plans, a search technique is used to explore each possible combination of
three decreasing DSR percentiles and three increasing demand reductions. Triggers include each
combination of DSR percentiles from 10th to 50th percentiles at intervals of 10 where drought
trigger 1 is earlier than drought trigger 2, and drought trigger 2 is earlier than drought trigger 3
(e.g., 50th, 40th, or 30th or 40th, 20th, and 10th percentiles) (Table 2). For each possible
combination of triggers, all combinations of demand reductions from 5% to 60% at intervals of
5% are explored, where the demand reduction for level 1 is less restrictive than that for level 2,
and the demand reduction for level 2 is less restrictive than that for level 3 (e.g., 5%, 10%, and
15% or 30%, 50%, and 55% demand reductions) (Table 3). With 10 possible combinations of
triggers and 220 possible combinations of demand reductions, a total of 2,200 drought plans are
explored.
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Table 2 Every combination of trigger explored ranging from 10th-50th percentiles of DSR
by month at intervals of 10.
DSR Trigger Percentile
Combination Drought Level 1 Drought Level 2 Drought Level 3
1
50
40
30
2
50
40
20
3
50
40
10
4
50
30
20
5
50
30
10
6
50
20
10
7
40
30
20
8
40
30
10
9
40
20
10
10
30
20
10
Table 3 Every combination of demand reduction explored ranging from 5%-60% at
intervals of 5%. Abbreviations represent a vector of possible values (e.g., in the first row,
the demand reduction for through level 3 may be between 15 and 60 at intervals of 5,
making 10 possible combinations with the given drought level 1 and 2 reductions).
Combination
1-10
11-20
21-29
30-37
38-54
55-60
61-65
66-69
70-72
73
74-83
…
220

Demand Reductions (%)
Drought Level 1 Drought Level 2 Drought Level 3
5
10
c(15:60,5)
5
15
c(20:60,5)
5
20
c(25:60,5)
5
25
c(30:60,5)
5
30
c(35:60,5)
5
35
c(40:60,5)
5
40
c(45:60,5)
5
45
c(50:60,5)
5
50
c(55:60,5)
5
55
60
10
15
c(20:60,5)
…
…
…
50
55
60
ii. Metrics of System Performance

Each drought plan is evaluated using the historic record. Three key performance metrics
are the minimum storage, monthly reliability, and economic loss. Minimum storage and monthly
reliability are as described in Section 3.b.i Metrics of System Performance. Economic loss
occurs when the system fails to meet the full demand, and, as further described below, quantifies
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the impact of delivering less water than is demanded based on the concept of the value of water
or the willingness to pay for water.
The economic loss metric is intended to capture how small water use curtailments can be
enforced without significant inconvenience, but as restrictions are intensified, the inconvenience
grows. This inconvenience to the utility and the consumer can be quantified by estimating the
economic value of the water supplied and calculating the lost value when demand is not met.
When demand is curtailed, there are economic losses to the utility in the form of lost billing
revenue and to the consumer for lost consumer surplus, inconveniences, and the lost value of
water. Billing revenue loss is simply calculated as the volume curtailed times the price of water
per volume. Consumer loss is more complicated as it represents an intrinsic value of water.
Jenkins et al. quantify that value of water using water price, demand, and elasticity to develop
price and demand curves (Equations 2, 3, and 4)
ln(𝑄)

𝑃 = exp[{

𝜂

} + 𝐶]

𝐶 = ln(𝑃𝑜𝑏𝑠 ) − {

(Equation 2)

ln(𝑄𝑜𝑏𝑠 )
𝜂

}

(Equation 3)

dQ

η = 𝑄⁄𝑑𝑃

(Equation 4)

𝑃

where P is the price at which quantity Q is demanded, η is the price elasticity of demand
(which represents a change in quantity demanded for a change in price), and C is the integration
constant based on an observed price (Pobs) and an observed level of water use (Qobs) (Jenkins et
al., 2003). This application in São Paulo focuses on residential water demand, which is assumed
to be elastic. The price of residential water used in this analysis is based on the price structure of
standard residential water demand as set by Sabesp (Table 4) (SABESP, 2015).
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Table 4 Residential water use rate structure as of June 4, 2015 (Source: Sabesp, 2015)
Monthly Water Use (m3)
1-10
11-20
21-50
Over 50

Rate ($R/m3)
2.06
3.23
8.07
8.89

To determine which price bracket from Table 4 to use in Equation 1, average per capita
water use is multiplied by the average number of people per household to yield an average
household monthly water use. The average household size in São Paulo is 3.2 people/household
(IBGE, 2010). Assuming a daily per capita use rate (PCU) of 0.18 m3/d (The World Bank,
2012), the average monthly water demand ranges by month from 16.2-17.9 m3, putting the
average household use in the second price tier of $R 3.23 /m3.
For Pobs= $R 3.23 /m3, the corresponding Qobs is the total monthly residential water
demand, found by multiplying the PCU, the residential population served (Pop), and the number
of days per month. Before the drought, the Cantareira system served approximately 8.9 million
people (SABESP, 2015). Qobs ranges from 44.9-48.1 (106) m3/month (18.54 m3/s). The
residential demand comprises 56% of the total 33 m3/s demand from the Cantareira system.
Due to a lack of available information on water price elasticities in São Paulo, elasticities
were approximated based on a previous study in a similar environment. A meta-analysis of
residential water use identified weather patterns, demographics, and rate structures as the factors
that have the largest influence on price elasticity (Espey et al., 1997). The study recommended
that when price elasticity estimates are unavailable for an area, researchers should refer to
existing studies for areas that are similar in regards to these three factors (Espey et al., 1997). As
previously described, the calculation of economic loss in this study is based on the methodology
of Jenkins et al., which was developed for urban California water use (Jenkins et al., 2003). In
that study, price elasticities for urban residential water in California were defined as -0.15, -0.25,
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and -0.35 for winter, intermediate, and summer months, respectively (Jenkins et al., 2003). The
-0.35 summer elasticity suggests that, with the same price increase, water users will reduce
consumption more than twice as much in summer than in winter, based on its estimated -0.15
elasticity. In comparison to São Paulo, urban California has similar demographics and weather
patterns; both cities are urban and have warm, temperate climates (Kottek et al., 2006). The rate
structures of the utilities included in the California study are unknown to compare to São Paulo’s
increasing block rate structure, but, for the illustrative purposes of this study, the urban
California elasticity values were presumed acceptable for use in São Paulo. In São Paulo,
January, February, March, November, December are summer months, June, July, and August are
winter months, and April, May, September, and October are considered intermediate months.
The parameters for Equations 2-4 are summarized in Table 5.
Table 5 Residential economic loss parameters
Parameter

Value

Pop

8.9 million people

PCU

0.18 m3/d (180 l/)

Qobs

44.9-48.1 (106) m3

Pobs*

3.23 $R/m3

ηw
ηs
ηi

-0.15
-0.35
-0.25

Explanation
The population served by the
Cantareira system before the drought
Average per capita water use in São
Paulo in 2011
Monthly residential water use
The average cost of residential water
in São Paulo as of 6/4/2015
Price elasticities of demand for
winter, summer, and intermediate
season

Source
(SABESP, 2015)
(The World Bank,
2012)
Derived
Derived
(Jenkins et al.,
2003)

It is necessary to set a realistic maximum price of water. This maximum price that
residents would pay for water is set at $R 1,250/m3, estimated from the $R 25 price of a 20 L
container of bottled water in São Paulo. Other values, such as the unit price of water delivered
by truck, could also be considered, but the bottled water is chosen here to represent a maximum.
For each month, the demand corresponding to the maximum price is found by solving Equation 2
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for Qobs with Pobs = $R 1,250 /m3. Using Equations 2-4 and the parameter values from Table 5, a
price and demand curve was developed for each month. The sections of the curves with a zero
slope represent where the maximum cost of water is used (Figure 8).

Figure 8 Price and demand curve in three months representing summer (January),
intermediate (April), and winter (July) price elasticities
The price and demand curves show how residential water demand changes as the price
per quantity of water changes. The curves could also be read to show that as less water is
available, the “value” of that water increases. Thus, by integrating the price and demand curve
from the quantity demanded (Qobs) given the present water rate (Pobs) to a reduced delivery (Qred)
a lost value of water is calculated (Equation 5) (Figure 9).
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exp(𝐶𝑖 )

𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠(𝑄𝑅𝑖 ) = (

1+

1
η𝑖

1+

1
η𝑖

1+

1
η𝑖

)∗ (𝑄𝑂𝑏𝑠 − 𝑄𝑅𝑖 )

(Equation 5)

For example, the total economic loss for delivering 7.54 m3/s rather than 18.54 m3/s in
the month of January is highlighted in red in Figure 9 and separated into utility loss (price
multiplied by the difference between Qobs and Qred) and consumer loss (loss of consumer surplus
above the price).

Figure 9 Integrated the demand three months representing summer (January),
intermediate (April), and winter (July) price elasticities
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Calculating the economic losses for a range of reduced deliveries yields a convex
economic loss function, where the rate of economic loss increases as deliveries decrease (Figure
10). The linear portions of the curves show the region where the maximum price is applied.

Figure 10 Economic loss function for reduced residential deliveries three months
representing summer (January), intermediate (April), and winter (July) price elasticities.
Slightly reducing deliveries results in minor losses, but these losses increase dramatically
as shortfalls increase. This trend continues until the maximum price of water is reached and the
economic loss curve becomes linear. The loss function (Figure 10) is only for the elastic
residential portion of the demand. If the water use from other sectors (industrial, commercial,
and public) is assumed to be less elastic, this remaining water use can be added to the residential
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demands in the loss function, shifting the curves to the right (Figure 11). Comparing the
economic loss associated with a residential delivery of 1.54 m3/s (a reduction of 17 m3/s from the
full residential demand of 18.54 m3/s) in January on the residential loss curve (Figure 10) with
the economic loss associated with a delivery of 16 m3/s (a reduction of 17 m3/s from the full
demand for all sectors of 33 m3/s) in January on the total loss curve (Figure 11) to verify that
both losses are equivalent at approximately $R 6.6 billion.

Figure 11 Total economic loss function for residential, industrial, commercial, and public
deliveries in three months representing summer (January), intermediate (April), and
winter (July) price elasticities. This is the same as Figure 10 for residential demands, but
shifted to the right to include other sectoral demands.
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While the economic losses calculated in the model are approximate due to simplifying
assumptions and a lack of available data, the proposed calculation of economic loss provides an
approximate quantification of the nonlinear nature of the impact of missing the target demand by
increasing quantities. Further analysis could be conducted if improved estimates of sectoral
water use from the Cantareira system and price elasticity of water sectors becomes available.
iii. Identify Promising Drought Plans
Promising drought plans are identified by simulating a wide range of the decision space
of trigger and management action options and evaluating their effectiveness relative to a number
of objectives. The process of developing and identifying promising drought plans used here is
described in 7 steps:
Step 1: Identify an appropriate range of feasible triggers and management actions to
explore. If the triggers or management actions are on a continuous scale as they are in this study
(i.e., reducing demand by 5%-60%), identify the interval at which the variable will be sampled.
Step 2: Create drought plans using every combination of triggers and management
actions (at intervals if the variables are continuous).
Step 3: Run each drought plan over the historic record and calculate key performance
metrics.
Step 4: Determine minimum performance requirements such that falling below this
threshold would result in unsatisfactory performance. The plans that meet these requirements are
“satisficing” plans.
Step 5: Perform pairwise comparisons of key performance metrics for the “satisficing”
plans and calculate the pareto frontier of each trade-off curve. The drought plans on the pareto
frontiers of each trade-off curve represent “superior” plans.
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Step 6: Compare the relative performance of each “superior” plan to the best performing
“superior” plan in each metric.
Step 7: Apply any additional preferences and judgment based on knowledge of the
system to select from the set of “superior” plans the most “promising” plans.
d. Robustness Assessment of Drought Plans
Once promising drought plans are identified, the robustness of these plans to alternative
inflow and demand series is assessed. Each drought plan is first subjected to inflows and
demands that are different but mimic statistically those experienced previously. Next the plans
are subjected to future inflows and demands, representing climate impacted inflows and possible
changes in demand. A range of future inflows and demands is explored due to deep uncertainty.
Synthetic streamflows are generated using the Stochastic Analysis, Modeling, and
Simulation (SAMS) 2007 computer package (Sveinsson et al., 2007). SAMS 2007 allows the
user to explore streamflow data by plotting and calculating statistics, to fit a statistical model to
the historical data, and to generate synthetic traces of streamflows that have the same statistical
characteristics as the historical data. The streamflows explored using this package are the 85years of inflows to each of the Cantareira reservoirs (ANA e DAEE, 2016).
The seasonal, multi-site data is fitted with a multivariate periodic autoregressive
MPAR(p) model. The User’s Manual presents the MPAR(p) model for n sites and p lags with
the following equation and description:
𝑌𝜈,𝜏 = ∑𝑝𝑖=1 𝜙𝑖,𝜏 𝑌𝜈,𝜏−𝑖 +  𝜀𝜈,𝜏 

(Equation 6)

Where 𝑌𝜈,𝜏 is an n x 1 column vector of normally distributed zero mean elements
representing the process for year 𝜈 and season 𝜏. The 𝜙1,𝜏 , 𝜙2,𝜏 , … , 𝜙𝑝,𝜏 are the n x n
autoregressive periodic parameter matrices, and {𝜀𝜈,𝜏 }is the n x 1 vector of normally distributed
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noise terms with mean zero and periodic n x n variance-covariance matrix. The noise vector is
independent in time and correlated in space at lag zero. There is a warm-up period to remove the
effects of the initial condition.
The model is then used to generate 100 unique, 100-year streamflow traces. Models with
p values of 1-3 are tested and evaluated by how well they captured the mean, standard deviation,
and skew of the historic data. As an additional test, the generated streamflow traces for each
model are then run through the Cantareira system model with no management actions and the
performance metrics are calculated and compared to those of the historic record. The MPAR(p)
model that generates 100 streamflow traces whose performance metrics center around the
performance metrics of the historic record is assumed to result in the best simulation of
variability around the historic record. For each model, the performance metrics of the generated
series and the historic record are displayed in CDF plots where each point on the CDF represents
the results of a single streamflow trace (Appendix A). The streamflows generated with the
MPAR(3) model result in system performance metrics that are approximately centered around
the historic record (Figure 12). The parameters for the MPAR(3) model are included in
Appendix B.
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Figure 12 The CDF of monthly reliability from 100, 100-year streamflow traces generated
with the MPAR(3) model in SAMS 2007.
The demand series are also generated in SAMS 2007 using the univariate periodic
autoregressive moving average model, PARMA(1,0), for seasonal data for one site. The User’s
Manual presents the PARMA(p,q) model with the following equation and description:
𝑌𝜈,𝜏 = ∑𝑝𝑖=1 𝜙𝑖,𝜏 𝑌𝜈,𝜏−𝑖 +  𝜀𝜈,𝜏  −  ∑𝑞𝑗=1 𝜃𝑗,𝜏 𝜀𝜈,𝜏−𝑗 

(Equation 7)

Where 𝜙1,𝜏 , 𝜙2,𝜏 , … , 𝜙𝑝,𝜏 are the periodic autoregressive parameters and 𝜃1,𝜏 , 𝜃2,𝜏 , … , 𝜃𝑝,𝜏 are the
periodic moving average parameters. Historic deliveries from 2004-2013 (before deliveries were
reduced during the drought) are used to find model parameters (Appendix C).
In the following analysis, the term “scenario” refers to a combination of inflow and
demand time series. The scenario with historic inflows and constant 33 m3/s demand assumed
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throughout the previous analysis is referred to as the “baseline state of the world.” Changes to
the baseline made by altering the generated inflows, demands, or both are referred to as an
“alternative state of the world.”
i. Robustness to Variable Current Conditions
The promising drought plans identified by the 7-step process outlined previously are first
run with synthetically generated streamflows series that maintain the same basic statistics as the
historic record but arrive in a new pattern to subject the drought plan to “natural hydrologic
variability” and the assumed constant 33 m3/s demand. Then, rather than using the constant
demand as previously assumed, the drought plans are run with variable demands, based on
historic deliveries from 2004-2013 and historic inflows.
The robustness of each drought plan is analyzed through the calculation of three
robustness metrics. The first robustness metric, Expected Deviation, is a regret-based metric
found by calculating the expected value of a performance metric across all alternative states of
the world and calculating the percent change from the value in the baseline state of the world.
The expected value for the synthetically generated time series is the probability-weighted
average of all possible values (each metric value is multiplied by its probability of occurring,
assumed to be equal for all states of the world, and the products are summed to produce the
expected value). Expected Deviation is calculated for each of the key performance metrics,𝑖
𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖 = 

∑𝐽𝑗=1 𝐹(𝑥)𝑖,𝑗 ∗𝑃(𝐹(𝑥)𝑖,𝑗 )−𝐹(𝑥)∗𝑖 )
𝑎𝑏𝑠(𝐹(𝑥)∗𝑖 )

(Equation 8)

where, 𝐹(𝑥)𝑖,𝑗 is the performance of a drought plan in performance metric 𝑖 in state of the
world 𝑗, 𝑃(𝐹(𝑥)𝑖,𝑗 ) is the probability of that performance, and 𝐹(𝑥)∗𝑖 is the performance of the
drought plan in performance metric i in the baseline state of the world.
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The second metric, Extreme Deviation, is also a regret-based robustness metric found by
calculating the deviation of performance in each alternative state of the world from the
performance in the baseline state of the world and identifying the 10th percentile deviation for
each performance metric. Since the performance metrics are objectives to be maximized
(economic loss is considered negative so values closer to 0 are preferred), the 10th percentile
deviation represents the worst-performing tail of the distribution of metric values, also known as
the “downside risk” (Herman et al., 2015; Jeuland & Whittington, 2014; Kasprzyk et al., 2013).
Extreme Deviation is calculated for each of the three key performance metrics,𝑖
𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖 =  𝐷𝑖,90 : 𝑃(𝐷𝑖 ≤ 𝐷𝑖,90 ) = 0.9
𝐷𝑖,𝑗 = 

𝐹(𝑥)𝑖,𝑗 −𝐹(𝑥)∗𝑖
𝑎𝑏𝑠(𝐹(𝑥)∗𝑖 )

(Equation 9)
(Equation 10)

where, 𝐷𝑖,𝑗 represents the deviation of performance in performance metric i in alternative
state of the world j.
The third robustness metric is a satisficing-based metric representing the fraction of N
alterative states of the world in which a solution meets performance requirements (Herman et al.,
2015)
1

%𝑆𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 𝑁 ∑𝑁
𝑗=1 𝛬𝑠,𝑗

(Equation 11)

where, “𝛬𝑠,𝑗 = 1 if solution s meets requirements in alternative state of the world j and
𝛬𝑠,𝑗 = 0 otherwise” (Herman et al., 2015).
The two regret-based metrics quantify how system performance using each drought plan
may deviate from what is expected in the baseline scenario. Negative values indicate that the
drought plan performs more poorly in alternative states of the world than in the baseline state of
the world. Positive values indicate improved performance with variable parameters. Larger
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absolute values of Expected Deviationi demonstrate that on average, drought plan performance
should be expected to vary from what is calculated using the historic record. Smaller values
suggest performance is fairly stable with variable parameters. Smaller absolute values of
Extreme Deviationi represent a small range of possible performance across alternative states of
the world, allowing managers to be confident about the level of performance to expect for a
drought plan. Larger absolute values of Extreme Deviation signal more uncertainty about how
drought plan performance may change with variable parameters. % Satisficing provides an
unbiased sense of how acceptable a drought plan’s performance is in alternative states of the
world, regardless of the expected value in the baseline state of the world. A % Satisficing of 1 is
optimal.
ii. Robustness to Variable Future Conditions
The promising drought plans are then subjected to scenarios with inflows and demands
with altered means to represent climate impacts on streamflows and changes in population
growth and water use, respectively. SAMS 2007 generates time series based on the historic time
series that are uploaded to the program. To create time series with means and patterns that differ
from the historic record, the generated time series are multiplied by a factor to change the mean
of the sequence while maintaining the same correlation structure and other statistics as the
historic record. For each multiplicative inflow and demand factor, a new seed number is also
used for the time series generation in SAMS 2007 to generate a time series with a unique pattern
as well as mean. This process is used to generate inflow and demand series with altered means.
The inflow factors applied to the generated time series are representative of expected
climate change impacts in the region. A study of climate impacts in the nearby Rio Grande river
basin predicted river discharge increases of 5-10% under SRES (Special Report on Emissions
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Scenarios) emissions scenarios and increases of 8-51% with temperature increases between 1-6
°C (Nóbrega et al., 2011). The uncertainty in mean river discharge predictions was estimated to
be between -28% and +13% (Nóbrega et al., 2011). For this analysis, inflow factors are
calculated to span the range between the lowest predicted increase with the greatest negative
uncertainty (5% increase with a -28% error is -23%) to the highest predicted increase with the
greatest positive uncertainty (51% increase with a +13% error is 64%). The historic inflows are
therefore multiplied by 10 factors from -0.75 to 1.65 at intervals of 0.1. For each factor, 100,
100-year time series are generated in SAMS using a given seed number and multiplying the
resulting inflow series by the inflow factor. To reduce computational time for the drought plan
analysis, the number of traces for each inflow factor is reduced from 100 traces to the 10 traces
with the most severe extended low-flow periods. The ten traces are found by calculating the
minimum 24-month cumulative inflow for each of the 100 traces and selecting the ten traces
with the lowest minimum 24-month cumulative inflow. This leaves 10, 100-year traces for each
inflow factor, representing the ten most stressful inflow series for the system.
The demand factors used are 6 factors from 0.7 to 1.2 at intervals of 0.1. The resulting
average demands range from 22 m3/s, below the post-drought permitted withdrawal of 23 m3/s,
to 37 m3/s, the pre-drought permitted withdrawal of 33 m3/s plus an additional 4 m3/s for higher
downstream releases. Ten, 100-year demand traces are generated for each demand factor to be
combined with the 10, 100-year inflow traces for each inflow factor.
To assess the robustness of the drought plans to variable inflows and demands, the
generated series are combined such that each of the ten inflow factors is combined with each of
the six demand factors for a total of 60 scenarios with 10, 100-year runs each (Figure 13).
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Figure 13 On top, 100, 100-year inflow traces are generated, reduced to 10 low-flow traces, and multiplied by inflow factors.
On the bottom, 10, 100-year demand series are generated and multiplied by demand factors. Each set of 10, 100-year inflow
series for a given inflow factor is combined with each of the 6 sets of 10, 100-year demand series (example shown the red lines).
There are 60 possible combinations of inflows sets with demand sets and, with 10 series for each combination, there are 600
model runs per plan. With 6 promising drought plans there are a total of 3,600 model runs.
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For each drought plan, robustness metrics are calculated and the performance is analyzed.
General trends for system performance in the future are also explored. To provide greater insight
into the conditions that make the drought plans most vulnerable, the three key performance
metrics for the 600 model runs are displayed in raster format (with the performance metrics
represented by the color of the raster grid and the x- and y-axes representing the inflow and
demand factors, respectively).
4. Results
a. System Vulnerability Assessment
The Cantareira system is stressed at meeting the current demand over the 85-year historic
record (Table 6). Storage is completely depleted over the historic record, and in 10% of the
years, the system reaches 35 hm3, or 3.5% of active storage capacity, during the month of
historically lowest storage. Demand to the MRSP is met in 96% of the months and in
approximately 90% of years. When the system does fail, the shortfalls can be as high as 94.8%
of demand, meaning only 1.7 m3/s out of the 33 m3/s demand is delivered to consumers.
Although the model prioritizes downstream releases over meeting the MRSP demand, there are
two months in the historic record when the Jaguari-Jacareí reservoir empties and the downstream
demand, in addition to MRSP demand, is not fully met.
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Table 6 System performance with the current 33 m3/s demand over the historic record
Metric
Minimum Storage (hm3)
10th Percentile December Storage (hm3)
Economic Loss (bil $R)
Maximum Shortfall as a Percentage of Demand (%)
MRSP Annual Reliability
MRSP Monthly Reliability
Downstream Annual Reliability
Downstream Monthly Reliability

Value
0
35.3
879
94.8
0.906
0.965
0.976
0.998

To assess the expected performance of the system in a range of possible futures, the
inflows and demands are simply multiplied by a range of factors (inflows by 50% to 200% at
intervals of demands by 10% and 60%-140% at intervals of 4%) and the model is run again.
Results are displayed in rasters. Monthly and annual reliability in meeting MRSP demand and
downstream release targets are explored first; the lighter blue indicates improved reliability
(Figure 14). Maintaining historic inflow levels, demand would have to be decreased to 23 m3/s
to meet the full MRSP demand and downstream release targets over the period of record. This
maximum demand of 23 m3/s is defined as the safe yield of the system. Inflows would have to
reliably increase by 70% for the safe yield of the Cantareira system to be 33 m3/s. Similar trends
are seen for downstream reliability.
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Figure 14 Annual (left) and monthly (right) reliability in meeting MRSP demand (top) and
downstream release targets (bottom) with historic demands and inflows multiplied by
factors.
The minimum storage raster shows the system is vulnerable to approaching zero storage
across nearly all demand levels for the current inflow and for reduced inflows (Figure 15). The
10th percentile December storage raster indicates that storage levels approach zero for the
majority of reduced inflow scenarios in 10% of years, not only in the driest year. The percent
shortfall raster indicates that when the system does fail, it fails severely. The majority of
percentage shortfalls are either 0% or 100% of demand, with a thin band of partial shortfalls in
between. With decreased inflows and increased demands, economic loss grows by orders of
magnitude above all other scenarios, with the raster showing negligible variation in color in other
regions.
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Figure 15 Performance metrics with historic demands and inflows multiplied by factors.
The results (Figure 14 and Figure 15) indicate that if inflows are reduced below their
current values, the expected system performance will be greatly reduced. Inflows increased by
40% alleviate much of the stress on the system, as indicated particularly in the reliability and the
10th percentile December storage rasters. If inflows remain at the current level in the future,
demand reductions of 30% to 23 m3/s would greatly improve the expected performance of the
system. This 23 m3/s was the permitted withdrawal from the Cantareira system starting in
February 2016 until September 2016 when permitted withdrawal was increased to 25 m3/s. As
of December 2016, permitted withdrawal is 31 m3/s (Comunicado Conjunto ANA/DAEE nº
260/2016). This vulnerability assessment indicates that as the demand returns to the normal, a
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flexible drought plan that reduces demand in times of low water availability is needed to
maintain acceptable storage levels, shortfall percentages, and economic losses.
b. Alternative Drought Plan Assessment
To identify promising drought plans to alleviate the system’s vulnerabilities identified
above, the 7 steps combining simulation and a computational search are then applied to the
Cantareira system. In Step 1, drought triggers are identified as 10th-50th DSR percentiles and
management actions were identified as 5%-60% reductions in demand. In Step 2, 2,200 drought
plans are developed by combining three DSR percentiles from 10th to 50th percentiles at intervals
of 10 with three demand reductions from 5% to 60% at intervals of 5%. In step 3, each drought
plan is evaluated in the model with historic inflows and a constant 33 m3/s demand, and the key
performance metrics of monthly reliability, minimum storage, and economic loss are calculated.
In Step 4, the minimum performance requirements for the drought plans are set as maintaining
storage above 0 hm3 and maintaining a monthly reliability above 0.75 (where both restrictions on
demand and unplanned failures to meet demand are counted equally as a failure month). Of the
2,200 drought plans, 473 drought plans (21.5% of the total plans) meet this minimum
requirement (Figure 16). These 473 plans are the “satisficing plans.”
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Figure 16 Key performance metrics for the 2,200 drought plans (left) and for the 473 satisficing drought plans that maintain
storage above 0 hm3 and monthly reliability above 0.75 (right). Each dot represents performance of one drought plan over the
85-year historic record. The dots highlighted in brighter red are closer to the front (lower minimum storage) and the darker
dots are further to the back (higher minimum storage). The arrows indicate improved performance where a perfect plan
would fall in the upper back-right corner.
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In Step 5, the satisficing plans are compared by their performance in two metrics at a
time. On each trade-off curve, the pareto frontier is identified. The plans on the pareto frontier
for each of the trade-off figures are identified as the “superior plans.” After removing duplicates
of drought plans that appear on more than one pareto frontier, there are 50 superior plans.

Figure 17 On the left, the full set of satisficing drought plans are analyzed in two
dimensions at a time to reveal performance trade-offs. On the right, the pareto frontiers
for each trade-off are identified.
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In Step 6, the superior drought plans’ performances are compared by dividing the
performance metric for each drought plan by the performance of the drought plan performing
best in that metric. Therefore, a drought plan with a score of 1 for a metric indicates the best
performing plan in that metric, and scores decreasing from 1 indicate worsening performance. A
parallel axis plot demonstrates the relative performance of each of the superior plans (Figure 18).
Drought plans that are superior in one metric (the colored lines) sacrifice performance in the
other two metrics.

Figure 18 Each line represents one of 50 superior drought plans that were determined to be
part of the pareto front on one of the three tradeoff curves. A metric score of 1 indicates
the best performance in that metric. The plans highlighted in color are the plans that
perform best in at least one of the metrics evaluated.
In Step 7, any additional preferences and judgment based on knowledge of the system is
applied to select the promising plans from the superior set. Without detailed information on the
relative importance of each metric to the decision makers and stakeholders in São Paulo,
selecting the most promising plans from this set of 50 superior drought plans is not possible.
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However, for illustrative purposes, it is assumed here that reducing the maximum demand
reduction is the primary objective. Of the 50 superior drought plans, 13 plans meet the
preference that the maximum demand reduction is 45% (Figure 19) and 5 plans meet the
preference that the maximum demand reduction is 40% (Figure 20).

Figure 19 Superior plans with a maximum demand reduction of 45% (superior plans that
reduce demand by 50%, 55%, and 60% are removed).

Figure 20 Superior plans with a maximum demand reduction of 40% (superior plans that
reduce demand by 45%, 50%, 55%, and 60% are removed).
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It is noted that by limiting the magnitude of demand reductions to 45% or 40%, the
remaining plans achieve low levels of minimum storage. When the maximum reduction is set to
45%, drought plans 1487, 1492, and1936 maintain the highest minimum storage. When the
maximum demand reduction is set to 40%, drought plans 1487 and 1486 have the highest
minimum storage. Based on this analysis, drought plans 1486, 1487, 1492, and 1936 appear the
most promising.
Noting the low levels of minimum storage obtained by the drought plans that meet the
two minimum requirements (maintaining storage above 0 hm3 and monthly reliability above
0.75) and the additional preference that demands not be reduced by more than 45% or 40%, it is
determined that the minimum requirements should be more restrictive than merely maintaining
storage levels above 0 hm3. Step 4 is revisited by applying the revised minimum requirements of
maintaining storage above 20% (196 hm3) and monthly reliability above 0.75 to the full set of
2,200 drought plans. There are 296 satisficing plans that meet the revised minimum
requirements, and applying Steps 4-6, as above, yields 36 superior plans (black and colored lines
in Figure 21). As before, Step 7 assigns the additional preference that demand reductions not
exceed 45%; however, no plans meet this requirement. Instead, the preference that demand
reductions not exceed 50% is applied, resulting in drought plans 1488 and 1497 as the only
remaining superior plans (the two colored lines in Figure 21).
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Figure 21 Superior plans that meet the minimum requirements of maintaining storage
above 196 hm3 and monthly reliability above 0.75. The two plans that meet the preference
that demand not be reduced by more than 50%, plans are highlighted in color.
Combining the results from the two sets of minimum requirements above, drought plans
1486, 1487, 1488, 1492, 1497, and 1936 appear promising and should be further analyzed
(Table 7, Figure 22). Each of these drought plans has identical drought level 1 characteristics,
instating 25% demand reductions when DSR reaches 40th percentile values. Drought plans 1486,
1487, and 1488 have identical drought level 2 characteristics (30% reductions at 30th percentile
DSR values) and the same drought level 3 trigger (20th percentile DSR values) but vary in
demand reductions (40%, 45%, and 50%, respectively). Drought plans 1492 and 1497 also have
drought level 2 and 3 triggers of 30th and 20th percentile DSR values, but demand reductions are
slightly more severe (35% and 45% for drought plan 1492 and 40% and 50% for drought plan
1497). Drought plan 1936 enters drought level 2 and 3 later than the other plans (20th and 10th
percentile DSR values) and has relatively high demand reductions (40% and 45%).
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Comparatively, during the drought, Sabesp did not introduce the “bonus” plan to
encourage demand reduction until February 2014, when system storage fell to 215 hm3.
Assuming a constant 33 m3/s demand and a perfect forecast of inflows, there were only 31 days
of supply remaining, well below even the 10th percentile DSR value for February (110 DSR). If
median monthly inflows were used rather than a perfect forecast, there were still only 121 days
of supply remaining, a dangerous situation for a system serving 8.9 million people.
Table 7 Description and performance over the historic record of the five promising
drought plans based on the alternative drought plan assessment methodology.
Drought
Descriptor
Plans

1486

1487

1488

1492

1497

1936

DSR
Percentile
Trigger
% Demand
Reduction
DSR
Percentile
Trigger
% Demand
Reduction
DSR
Percentile
Trigger
% Demand
Reduction
DSR
Percentile
Trigger
% Demand
Reduction
DSR
Percentile
Trigger
% Demand
Reduction
DSR
Percentile
Trigger
% Demand
Reduction

Drought
Level 1

Drought
Level 2

Drought
Level 3

40

30

20

25%

30%

40%

40

30

20

25%

30%

45%

40

30

20

25%

30%

50%

40

30

20

25%

35%

45%

40

30

20

25%

40%

50%

40

20

10

25%

40%

Economic Minimum
Monthly
Loss
Storage
Reliability
(bil R$)
(hm3)
230

79.6

0.768

313

172

0.768

391

265

0.768

320

184

0.771

454

268

0.776

251

112

0.761

45%
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Figure 22 The performance of the six promising drought plans identified in the alternative
drought plan assessment process.
Ideally, plans will spend the majority of time in drought level 1, subjecting the system to
the more severe restrictions of drought levels 2 and 3 in rare circumstances. The percentage of
time spent in each level of restrictions is split by approximately 15%, 5%, and 3% for drought
levels 1, 2, and 3, respectively, except for drought plan 1936 which spends approximately 20%,
2.5%, and 1% in drought levels 1, 2, and 3, respectively (Figure 23). Drought plan 1936 likely
spends the most time in level 1 due to the wider gap between level 1 and 2 triggers. Drought
level 3 demand reductions are also high for this plan, allowing the system to more quickly
recover from drought level 3.
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Figure 23 Percent of time in each level of drought for each of the promising drought plans.
The promising drought plans selected above are influenced by the assumptions made in
the model and by the preferences specified in the analysis. The preferences should be developed
with managers and stakeholders, and the requirements and preferences used here represent
examples of what may be considered. One assumption made in the model that affects two of the
three trade-off curves and, consequently, the determination of the superior plans is the set of
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parameters in the economic loss function. To test how sensitive the selection of promising plans
is to the parameters of the economic loss equation, two alternative parameters are used. The
maximum price of water in the economic loss equation detailed in Section 3.c.ii Metrics of
System Performance, was estimated based on the price of bottled water, $ R 1,250/m3. The first
alternative form of the economic loss equation sets the maximum price of water instead as the
cost of water from a water tanker $ R 16/m3. The actual maximum price people would be
willing to pay for water is likely somewhere between these two values, where bottled water
would be used for human consumption and tanker water for other household activities such as
clothes and dish washing. Second, since no detailed analyses of water price elasticities were
found in the region, seasonal elasticities were approximated. The second alternative form of the
economic loss equation, therefore, uses the same intermediate season elasticity (-0.25) for all
seasons rather than varying elasticity by season from -0.15 to -0.35. To determine the impact of
the alternative parameters, Steps 3-5 are repeated to identify the pareto frontiers with the revised
economic loss calculations. The pareto frontiers are compared to the six previously identified
“promising plans” to determine if the plans are still superior with alternative assumptions.
Using the tanker water price as the maximum price on the price and demand curve results
in a different set of superior plans than when bottled water price is used (Figure 24).
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Figure 24 Trade-off curves for the satisficing drought plans and resulting pareto frontiers
when the maximum price of water is set at the cost of tanker water, $ R 16/ m3, rather than
the cost of bottled water, $ R 1,250/m3.
When a constant elasticity of -0.25 is used, four of the promising plans (1486, 1488,
1497, and 1936) are within the set of superior plans found by calculating the pareto frontiers
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(Figure 25). The promising plans appear on or close to the pareto frontier on the figures
including economic loss.

Figure 25 Trade-off curves for the satisficing drought plans and resulting pareto frontiers
when the elasticity is -0.25 for all months rather than varied by season.
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This sensitivity analysis reveals that the selection of superior plans is highly dependent
on the maximum price of water and somewhat sensitive to the price elasticity used. An
improved estimation of the maximum price consumers would be willing to pay for water and of
price elasticities of demand in the region would result in a higher degree of certainty that the
promising plans identified using the 7-step process are in fact the most promising plans.
c. Robustness Assessment of Drought Plans
i. Robustness to Variable Current Conditions
Robustness of drought plans to natural hydrologic variability is tested first. Each of the
six promising drought plans is run over 100, 100-year generated inflows with a constant 33 m3/s
demand and the three robustness metrics are calculated to compare performance of drought plans
with variable inflows to performance of drought plans with historic inflows (not shown). While
monthly reliability and economic loss show small variations in performance, minimum storage
increased by wide margins. This causes concern over whether the streamflow generator is
capturing the characteristics of inflow that would cause extreme low storage levels. Assuming a
constant 33 m3/s demand, the Cantareira system, with 981.55 hm3 of storage capacity, has 344
days of supply when it is full. Due to its large storage capacity of nearly a year of supply, the
Cantareira system can handle extended periods of low flows (less than a year) but is highly
stressed by multiple-year low flow periods. To assess whether the streamflow generator was
capturing the extended low flow periods, the 12-, 24-, and 36-month cumulative inflows of the
historic and generated inflows were analyzed. A comparison of the minimum cumulative
inflows over each time series (100 years for the generated inflows and 85 years for the historic
inflows) shows the streamflow generator does not capture such extended low flow periods
(Figure 26).
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Figure 26 Minimum cumulative inflows for the generated and historic inflows.
Drought plan performance should be analyzed subject to streamflow traces with extended
low-flow periods that are similar to the historic record. To do this, the 10 generated inflow
traces with the lowest minimum cumulative inflows for each summation interval (12-, 24-, and
36-month) are selected. After removing duplicates of inflow series that had the lowest minimum
cumulative inflows for more than one summation interval, there are 16 generated inflow series
representing those that best simulate the severe, extended low flow periods. The robustness
metrics are then recalculated based on only these 16 low flow inflow series that are assumed to
be more representative of the 2013-2015 drought (Figure 27).
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Figure 27 Robustness metrics for the six promising drought plans with 16 low-flow
generated inflow series and constant 33 m3/s demand.
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Expected Deviation values show that on average all drought plans have slight decreases
in monthly reliability (2-3%) and economic loss (5-24%), but maintain moderate increases in
minimum storage (25-151%). With only 16 inflow series, the Extreme Deviation values can be
interpreted as worst-case scenario values. All plans see reductions in monthly reliability
performance of 12-15% and economic loss performance of 62-90%. Even minimum storage
values decrease except for drought plans 1486 and 1492. Drought plans fall short of the 0.75
monthly reliability threshold in 44-50% of the low-flow inflows (% Satisficing).
These results suggest that drought plans that appear most promising over the historic
record have about a 50/50 chance of meeting minimum requirements when subjected to
generated inflows with extended low-flow periods. Although on average, monthly reliability is
only deviates 2-3% from baseline values, monthly reliability with historic inflows was so close
to the 0.75 threshold such that even minor reductions in performance result in this condition no
longer being satisfied. If managers want to reduce the risk of decreased monthly reliability, steps
4-7 could be revisited with a more stringent minimum requirements for monthly reliability (e.g.,
0.80) to allow a greater margin for performance under severe low-flow scenarios. Alternatively,
minimum storage ranges greatly from baseline values, but the changes are in the positive
direction. In the worst-case scenario, economic losses may approach double baseline values,
depending on which drought plan is in place. Drought plan 1497 appears promising with the
highest % Satisficing, one of smallest Expected Deviations, and comparatively moderate changes
in the Extreme Deviation. Plan 1936 also appears promising with the lowest increase in
economic loss and the second highest increase in minimum storage on average.
Next, to test robustness to variable demand, each drought plan is run with historic inflows
and 100, 85-year generated demand series and robustness metrics are calculated (Figure 28).
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Figure 28 Robustness metrics for the six promising drought plans with 100, 85-year
generated demand series and historic inflows.
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Expected Deviation values show that on average variable demands result in
improvements in all metrics (except minimum storage for drought plan 1488). Even with the
worst 10% deviations from expected values, all drought plans show improved performance in
monthly reliability and economic loss. Extreme Deviation for minimum storage shows slight
reductions in performance except for plans 1486 and 1492. Despite the reductions in minimum
storage in the 10th percentile deviations, the drought plans still maintain storage above the
minimum threshold such that all plans have % Satisficing values of 1.
Drought plans appear robust to variable demands modeled after historic deliveries, with
performance shifting in a favorable direction for nearly all drought plans and metrics. This is at
least in part due to the slightly lower mean of historic deliveries, 30.9 m3/s, as compared to the
constant 33 m3/s demand in the baseline conditions. The trend of improved monthly reliability
and economic loss with decreased performance in minimum storage could be a result of the
trigger format; the DSR percentiles are calculated based on a constant 33 m3/s demand, so when
DSR at a given time step is calculated using demands lower than 33 m3/s, the DSR values are
higher than the percentiles, causing the system to stay out of drought and delay demand
reductions. This shows the importance of updating drought triggers with changes in demand.
ii.

Robustness to Variable Future Conditions

Each drought plan is next run with inflows representing future climate impacts and
demands representing changing water use patterns. Since there is great uncertainty surrounding
future inflows and demands, a range of multiplicative factors was used for this analysis. In total,
600 model runs were conducted for each drought plan, representing 10 traces for each of the 60
combinations of demand and inflow factors. Assuming each run is equally probable in the
future, robustness metrics were calculated across all alternative states of the world.
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Figure 29 Robustness metrics for the six promising drought plans with ranges of future
inflows and demands.
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On average, all plans show improvements in monthly reliability (8-12%) and minimum
storage (up to 100%, except plans 1486 and 1936 which improve performance by 309% and
184%, respectively). Economic losses are expected to increase by 5-33% for all plans. In the
worst 10% of deviations, all drought plans show an approximate 31-34% reduction in monthly
reliability performance, increased economic losses of varying magnitudes, and decreased
minimum storage. Drought plan 1488 has the smallest increase in economic loss at 178% and
plan 1486 had the highest at 256%. Minimum storage decreases by 43-97%, with plan 1497
having the smallest decrease. Variations in % Satisficing values between plans are minor, with
drought plans meeting minimum requirements in 76-79% of scenarios. Overall the drought plans
appear to perform reasonably well in future conditions, with some performing better than others.
When selecting the preferred drought plan, mangers should consider robustness from
natural hydrologic variability and observed demand fluctuations, as well as from a range of
potential inflows and demands over the planning horizon to select the plan whose strengths align
with the most important objectives and whose downside risks are deemed acceptable. Whereas
drought plan 1936 was previously identified as promising under natural hydrologic variability, in
the worst 10% of future scenarios, it has among the largest decreases in minimum storage. A
manager would have to determine if plan 1936’s superior performance under current conditions
is worth the risk in possible, albeit unknown, future conditions. Plan 1497 was promising under
natural hydrologic variability and also appears strong under future conditions, displaying smaller
decreases in minimum storage and moderate increases in economic loss compared to the other
plans. Plan 1488 was not previously identified as promising, but appears preferable in future
conditions with smaller increases in economic losses and smaller decreases in minimum storage
than other plans.
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To understand the conditions that cause a drought plan most stress, rasters demonstrating
changes in performance with changes in inflow or demand factors are developed (Figure 30,
Figure 31, and Figure 32). For illustrative purposes of how rasters are used to provide additional
insight into a plan’s expected future performance, drought plan 1497 is analyzed in greater detail.
The effects of varying inflow and demand factors on monthly reliability are similar
across all drought plans. Monthly reliability remains acceptable except under reduced inflow
and increased demand scenarios and the variation in performance among plans is greatest in
these scenarios. Here, plan 1497 has a slightly higher monthly reliability than other plans. If
demand remains the same and inflows are reduced, monthly reliability may become unacceptable
at 0.40-0.50. However, if the base demand is then reduced in response to the reduced inflows,
monthly reliability enters the acceptable range of 0.75-1.00 (Figure 30).
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Figure 30 Average monthly reliability for the six promising drought plans with
synthetically generated inflows and demands with altered means. Each grid cell represents
the average monthly reliability for 10 traces of each factor combination.
Similarly, economic losses of the various plans appear comparable under future states of
the world. For all plans, inflow factors of 0.75 and demand factors of 1.2 result in economic
losses that are much larger than other states of the world. Drought plan 1497 has a higher
economic loss in this situation than the other plans, but performance is very similar in all other
states of the world (Figure 31).
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Figure 31 Average economic loss for the six promising drought plans with synthetically
generated inflows and demands with altered means. Each grid cell represents the average
economic loss for 10 traces of each factor combination.
There is more variation among the drought plans with respect to minimum storage in
future conditions. The rasters show that drought plan 1497 appears to have among the best
minimum storage performance (Figure 32). Plans 1486 and 1936 obtain lower minimum storage
levels for the reduced inflow scenarios than the other plans. Even increased inflows may cause
concern for these drought plans if demand is increased by 10-20%
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Figure 32 Average minimum storage for the six promising drought plans with synthetically
generated inflows and demands with altered means. Each grid cell represents the average
minimum storage for 10 traces of each factor combination.
With this information, managers would have to decide if they could accept drought plan
1497’s risk of large economic losses in reduced inflow and increased demand scenarios or if they
would rather have smaller potential economic losses at the cost of lower minimum storages by
choosing another plan. If managers are relatively confident that inflow reductions will not be
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severe since the majority of the climate models point towards higher inflows in this region, they
may choose plan 1497 as most preferable.
Overall, the trend of improved performance with higher inflows is clear moving left to
right for a given demand factor across the rasters for all six drought plans and all three
performance metrics. Similarly, analyzing the results for a single inflow factor at a time, there is
a smooth gradient of improving performance moving from higher to lower demands (top to
bottom) for all metrics, as would be expected.
Robustness metrics and performance metric rasters can be used in combination by
managers to select the most preferable plan. First, managers may use robustness metrics to
select drought plans that are robust in the most important metrics and that have acceptable risk in
the worst case scenarios. Then, by analyzing the rasters, managers can understand what
conditions cause the “worst case scenario” for a drought plan to consider opportunities for
adaptation under these conditions and apply judgment on the likelihood of these scenarios
occurring. Furthermore, system managers can see what anticipated effect demand reductions
will have for different performance metrics.
5. Conclusions
a. Results Summary
The 2013-2015 drought highlighted the multitude of challenges facing water managers in
São Paulo: growing water demands, inflow patterns that are challenging to predict, and proper
communication with the public during crisis. The drought also made many citizens and local
groups aware of the vulnerability of their main water supply and of the need for public awareness
during droughts. During this period, portions of the population were without water for days or
weeks, and without financial means to purchase water from private sources many resorted to the
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hazardous practice of collecting and storing water in containers. As storage levels in the
reservoirs decreased and deliveries to the population were reduced, the decision was made to
make use of dead storage, requiring the purchase and installation of emergency pumps. Sabesp
was eventually sued by the Ministério Público for negligence during the crisis (GAEMA-MP,
2014). Given these poor outcomes, the question remains as to what could have been done
differently and how the drought can be used to inform and improve future drought preparedness.
This analysis began by seeking to understand how stressed the system currently is at
meeting the 33 m3/s demand and what conditions alleviate or exacerbate this stress. The system
vulnerability assessment revealed that the system fails to meet current demand in nearly 10% of
years. The safe yield of the system was discovered to be 23 m3/s, suggesting that a 30%
reduction in the current demand could reduce the risk of low storage levels and negative impacts
on the population. However, at the current demand, there is a demonstrated need for a drought
plan to reduce demand during periods of low flows. The social and political climate also points
towards the importance of having a drought plan with pre-planned trigger levels with designated
actions to be taken to allow transparency to the public regarding the risks, responses, and
distribution of impacts across the community. Such a plan could also ensure that political
interventions do not interfere with the management of public health risks.
Following a 7-step process, alternative drought plans were developed and analyzed to
identify a set of the most promising drought plans. After analyzing drought plans with a range of
trigger levels and demand reductions, it was surprising that all 6 of the resulting promising
drought plans instated 25% demand reductions when DSR fell below 40th percentile values.
Comparatively, during the recent drought, the “bonus plan” to reduce demand was not instated
until DSR was 31 (below the 10th percentile DSR values). By promoting demand reductions
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earlier, the drought plans prevent the need to reduce demands as drastically as they were during
the drought and prevent the system from reaching such alarming levels that caused social unrest
and the need for expensive, emergency measures to be taken.
As important as finding drought plans that perform well over the historic record is, there
has been growing motivation for managers to consider situations worse than have been seen in
the past. Synthetically generated streamflows with extended low-flow periods suggested that the
promising drought plans may not meet minimum performance requirements nearly 50% of the
time. Specifically, the plans failed to meet the 0.75 monthly reliability threshold. When
subjected to variable demands with a mean slightly lower than 33 m3/s, drought plan
performance improved for all drought plans. In possible future scenarios, the promising drought
plans met minimum requirements 76-79% of the time. Managers should study the robustness
metrics from current and future conditions to understand each plan’s strengths and weaknesses.
Rasters of performance metrics reveal which conditions the plans are most vulnerable to and,
used conjunctively with the robustness metrics, can help managers identify the drought plan that
is most promising for their preferences and level of risk acceptance. While the most vulnerable
states of the world may not be highly probable, exploring a wide range of future conditions
allows managers to see where the boundaries of acceptable performance are for a drought plan
and when additional adaptive actions may be necessary.
b. Study Limitations
Each step of this analysis is affected by the assumptions made in the model.
Communication and collaboration with decision makers in São Paulo could lead to better
approximations of system operations (e.g., downstream releases and rule curves). Further study
of price elasticity and the willingness to pay for water could improve estimates of economic
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losses. The assessment of drought plans is further affected by assumptions about possible
inflows and demands, which are treated as variables with deep uncertainty. Calculated demand
projections and the development of a hydrologic model that could be used to test various climate
projections as climate modeling capabilities advance could be used to derive better boundaries of
possible values. Such work was outside the scope of this study. Despite the uncertainty
surrounding the promising drought plans based on modeling, analysis, and preference
assumptions and a lack of input from stakeholders, the message remains clear that actions should
have been taken much earlier during the 2013-2015 drought to reduce public health risks.
c. Recommendations
During a previous drought in 2004, Brazilian expert Aldo Rebouças said, “it is essential
to reduce excessive consumption” and “‘management of demand’ is the only way out of the
water supply crisis in the São Paulo metropolitan region,” and this warning is still true today
(Osava, 2004). Although all parties can be relieved that storage levels are returning to normal,
the negative impacts of the drought and the possibility that such negative impacts could have
been avoided should not be ignored. While there is still widespread awareness of the
vulnerabilities of the Cantareira system and the subsequent risks to the population, the
opportunity should be taken to promote conservation among citizens. The utility and/or the
government may promote activities such as providing subsidies or rebates for the installation of
water efficient appliances in homes; instating regulations or incentives to promote water smart
practices in design and construction; or adjusting rate structures, metering, or billing to promote
conservation. These are actions that have been taken by many US cities to extend their current
water supply for growing populations rather than bolster it with new sources.
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In addition to programmatic changes, long-term infrastructure improvements may also
help prepare for future drought. The drought highlighted the significant reliance on the
Cantareira system to supply water to the MRSP and the need to “reduce dependency on a few
water sources” (Rodrigues et al., 2015). However, there are limited opportunities to further
expand water supply through water transfers, as doing so would “impose large political and
social costs” in addition to the clear monetary capital and operation and maintenance costs (B. P.
F. Braga et al., 2006; Rodrigues et al., 2015). Sabesp notes multiple strategies to bolster water
supply over the coming decade by constructing interconnections with other reservoirs in São
Paulo State for use during periods of low storage (SABESP, 2015). Sabesp also describes the
need to “improve operating efficiency and reduce water loss” “mainly from leakage; nonphysical water loss, which results primarily from inaccurate water meters installed at customers’
premises and at our water treatment facilities; and clandestine and illegal water use” through a
12-year program (SABESP, 2015). Greater protection of water quality of existing reservoirs
may also make the city’s water supply more resilient to drought (Rodrigues et al., 2015). Such
tactical measures would reduce the baseline stress on the system, increasing the buffer between
supply and demand. This will become particularly important in the future if inflows decrease or
demands increase, as highlighted by the rasters.
While there are many external factors stressing the Cantareira system that managers
cannot control, the development and execution of a transparent drought management plan that
considers performance under highly stressful situations provides an important step towards the
provision of reliable, safe, and affordable water to the MRSP in current and future conditions.
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Appendices
Appendix A
Comparison of MPAR(1), MPAR(2), and MPAR(3) models.

Figure A.1 Comparison between the historic record and generated streamflows for seasons
1, 4, 7, and 10 at site 1 with the MPAR(1) model
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Figure A.2 Results of running 100 generated streamflow traces using from the MPAR(1)
model and the historic record through the system model.
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Figure A.3 Comparison between the historic record and generated streamflows for seasons
1, 4, 7, and 10 at site 1 the MPAR(2) model
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Figure A.4 Results of running 100 generated streamflow traces using from the MPAR(2)
model and the historic record through the system model
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Figure A.5 Comparison between the historic record and generated streamflows for seasons
1, 4, 7, and 10 at site 1 with the MPAR(3) model
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Figure A.6 Results of running 100 generated streamflow traces using from the MPAR(3)
model and the historic record through the system model
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Appendix B
The User’s Manual presents the MPAR(p) model for n sites and p lags with the following
equation and description:
𝑝

𝑌𝜈,𝜏 = ∑ 𝜙𝑖,𝜏 𝑌𝜈,𝜏−𝑖 +  𝜀𝜈,𝜏 
𝑖=1

Where 𝑌𝜈,𝜏 is an n x 1 column vector of normally distributed zero mean elements representing
the process for year 𝜈 and season 𝜏. The 𝜙1,𝜏 , 𝜙2,𝜏 , … , 𝜙𝑝,𝜏 are the n x n autoregressive periodic
parameter matrices, and {𝜀𝜈,𝜏 }~ iid MVN(0,G) is the n x 1 vector of normally distributed noise
terms with mean zero and periodic n x n variance-covariance matrix. The noise vector is
independent in time and correlated in space at lag zero.
𝜀𝑡 = 𝐵𝑧𝑡
Where {𝑧𝑡 }~ iid MVN(0,I)that is a n x 1 vector of independent standard normally distributed
variables uncorrelated in both time and space. The n x n matrix B is a lower triangular matrix
such that G = BBT, where B is the Cholesky decomposition of G. The lag 0 spatial correlation
across all sites is preserved through the matrix B.
There is a warm-up period to remove the effects of the initial condition (Sveinsson et al., 2007).
Current_Model: MPAR(3)
For Site(s): 1 2 3 4
Model Fitted To: Standardized Data
PARAMETERS:
White_Noise_Variance:
Season 1
0.557962
0.445637
0.445637
0.522043
0.489466
0.469443
0.404915
0.320868

0.489466
0.469443
0.596564
0.429041

0.404915
0.320868
0.429041
0.53735

Season 2
0.764938
0.623673
0.659872
0.566522

0.623673
0.603123
0.601133
0.470057

0.659872
0.601133
0.746903
0.551294

0.566522
0.470057
0.551294
0.722192

Season 3
0.401097
0.272739
0.319446

0.272739
0.310599
0.264023

0.319446
0.264023
0.396352

0.291997
0.194828
0.286671
88

0.291997
Season 4
0.302651
0.190228
0.203909
0.138522

0.194828

0.286671

0.52627

0.190228
0.240771
0.158333
0.121823

0.203909
0.158333
0.326609
0.0720682

0.138522
0.121823
0.0720682
0.352428

Season 5
0.3126
0.169646
0.232529
0.169646
0.218908
0.182165
0.232529
0.182165
0.342935
0.15885
0.104307
0.161428

0.15885
0.104307
0.161428
0.290813

Season 6
0.282292
0.184673
0.216575
0.180555

0.184673
0.223559
0.173782
0.148494

0.216575
0.173782
0.261547
0.146024

0.180555
0.148494
0.146024
0.282794

Season 7
0.171859
0.0836706
0.166571
0.0778332

0.0836706
0.123784
0.0886068
0.0715004

0.166571
0.0886068
0.292711
0.108796

0.0778332
0.0715004
0.108796
0.189079

Season 8
0.247419
0.113752
0.143022
0.106357

0.113752
0.117458
0.112525
0.0409266

0.143022
0.106357
0.112525 0.0409266
0.279421 0.0574998
0.0574998
0.276601

Season 9
0.376977
0.229138
0.321443
0.250799

0.229138
0.256838
0.231839
0.190678

0.321443
0.231839
0.410971
0.215049

0.250799
0.190678
0.215049
0.413362

Season 10
0.582209
0.41203

0.41203
0.375882

0.533658
0.420005

0.339115
0.247678
89

0.533658
0.339115

0.420005
0.247678

0.621466
0.29431

0.29431
0.408862

Season 11
0.473742
0.308811
0.329507
0.300607

0.308811
0.420004
0.299204
0.255594

0.329507
0.299204
0.54455
0.290503

0.300607
0.255594
0.290503
0.641638

Season 12
0.669796
0.535515
0.506061
0.517904

0.535515
0.585643
0.503979
0.471994

0.506061
0.503979
0.607268
0.510485

0.517904
0.471994
0.510485
0.662294

Cholesky_of_White_Noise_Variance:
Season 1
0.746968
0
0
0.596595
0.407576
0
0.65527
0.192633
0.360662
0.542077 -0.00621333
0.208035
Season 2
0.874607
0.713089
0.754478
0.647744

0
0
0
0.447421

0
0.307615
0.205201
0.0265173

0
0
0.368182
0.155206

0
0
0
0.527094

Season 3
0.633322
0
0.430648
0.353752
0.504398
0.132311
0.461056 -0.0105299

0
0
0.352744
0.157364

0
0
0
0.537423

Season 4
0.550138
0.345783
0.37065
0.251795

0
0
0.426285
-0.0701659

0
0
0
0.523581

0
0.348145
0.086654
0.0998332
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Season 5
0.559107
0.303424
0.415893
0.284114

0
0.356149
0.157162
0.0508221

0
0
0.38114
0.0925629

0
0
0
0.446029

Season 6
0.531312
0.34758
0.407623
0.33983

0
0
0.320541
0
0.100144
0.292168
0.0947656 -0.00680649

0
0
0
0.397847

Season 7
0.414559
0.20183
0.401802
0.187749

0
0.288181
0.0260631
0.116617

0
0
0.361367
0.0838991

Season 8
0.497412
0
0
0.228688
0.255264
0
0.287532
0.18322
0.403952
0.213822 -0.0312302 0.00431074

0
0
0
0.364952

0
0
0
0.479466

Season 9
0.613984
0.373199
0.523536
0.408478

0
0.34287
0.106324
0.111513

0
0
0.354366
-0.0300846

0
0
0
0.482874

Season 10
0.763027
0.539995
0.699397
0.444435

0
0.290323
0.14582
0.0264718

0
0
0.333238
-0.0611756

0
0
0
0.454858
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Season 11
0.688289
0.448665
0.478733
0.436745

0
0.467657
0.180501
0.127532

0
0
0.531774
0.109819

0
0
0
0.650052

Season 12
0.818411
0.654335
0.618345
0.632816

0
0.396849
0.250407
0.14595

0
0
0.402757
0.205183

0
0
0
0.445462

PAR_PARAMETERS:
Season 1
PHI(1)
0.557596
0.403240
0.257024
0.326530

-0.144755
0.141609
-0.074693
-0.156888

0.254131
0.238013
0.553733
0.273480

-0.036856
-0.135106
-0.168232
0.184881

PHI(3)
-0.364244
-0.360898
-0.393221
-0.563405

0.425832
0.356337
0.063471
0.390463

0.030314
0.062501
0.420309
0.240722

0.035797
0.077456
0.098303
0.138229

Season 2
PHI(1)
0.291021
-0.056858
0.042422
-0.135495

0.287901
0.860522
0.457113
0.334093

-0.286680
-0.401138
-0.017101
-0.382971

0.144703
0.064700
-0.061397
0.618661

PHI(3)
-0.083532
0.026474
-0.063750
-0.052274

-0.097109
-0.014212
-0.177192
-0.256683

0.111592
0.095139
0.195577
0.290215

0.004627
-0.080351
-0.051467
0.097599

PHI(2)
0.279918
0.070918
0.041826
0.162444

-0.271748
0.027172
-0.156407
-0.382819

-0.132416
-0.181098
-0.044250
-0.004551

0.059470
0.065505
0.108304
0.120399

PHI(2)
0.144626
0.021629
-0.149579
0.064423

-0.024344
0.071941
0.233793
0.084209

0.130566
0.017370
0.014375
-0.174078

-0.180129
-0.043286
0.004304
-0.001771
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Season 3
PHI(1)
0.491620
-0.249903
0.155449
-0.002595

0.097445
0.850417
0.182287
0.078945

0.282029
0.146960
0.471067
0.356460

-0.292462
-0.234087
-0.277569
0.049505

PHI(3)
-0.033622
0.142092
-0.044669
-0.194990

0.067290
0.139993
0.157790
-0.077417

-0.128941
-0.320068
-0.083855
-0.168516

0.070066
0.047651
-0.036464
0.232304

Season 4
PHI(1)
0.834273
0.116836
0.234687
0.000413

-0.064325
0.396802
-0.383624
-0.031088

0.110327
0.250372
0.915507
0.040757

-0.284417
-0.206619
-0.239329
0.464253

PHI(3)
-0.069430
-0.088175
-0.061323
-0.326243

-0.185059
0.045231
0.026505
-0.098463

0.379414
0.049106
0.121136
0.116119

0.008265
0.239585
0.080508
0.579457

Season 5
PHI(1)
0.622902
-0.031720
0.010020
-0.087809

0.174483
0.851338
0.184203
0.005157

-0.004050
-0.101858
0.569585
0.075494

-0.119981
-0.075147
-0.139206
0.602404

PHI(3)
0.241320
-0.367706
0.088250
-0.071830

0.260574
0.577943
0.366360
0.355301

-0.427266
-0.095548
-0.343905
-0.384794

0.012810
0.071188
-0.015689
0.117912

PHI(2)
-0.145435
-0.156179
-0.364573
0.006317

0.194720
0.204143
0.098207
0.012906

-0.102959
-0.035066
0.304005
0.083502

0.358129
0.293091
0.276179
0.371817

PHI(2)
-0.007153
-0.353102
-0.256517
-0.078816

0.145745
0.626654
0.434604
0.332548

-0.101258
-0.231403
-0.049447
-0.216651

0.117163
0.044657
-0.091659
0.101751

PHI(2)
0.049942
0.168999
-0.068423
0.082904

-0.301242
-0.283341
-0.218525
-0.158805

0.260366
0.138459
0.131171
0.038698

0.038371
-0.042840
0.311119
0.298648
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Season 6
PHI(1)
0.406036
-0.187538
-0.078288
0.138577

0.007042
0.856825
0.108788
-0.260352

0.277904
0.225774
0.704381
0.058627

0.126373
-0.017142
0.084526
0.901061

PHI(3)
0.402088
0.292744
0.261528
-0.182598

-0.003770
-0.029315
0.019101
0.067113

-0.407571
-0.149234
-0.071711
-0.070956

-0.151223
-0.283676
-0.201382
0.025349

Season 7
PHI(1) )
0.620768
-0.116760
-0.121531
0.208629

0.147816
0.638953
-0.057579
0.114519

-0.165311
0.103186
0.646041
-0.269767

0.104666
0.061079
0.105774
0.499417

PHI(3)
0.310756
0.190511
0.117532
0.319022

-0.000508
-0.051519
0.088136
0.055690

-0.193451
-0.170205
-0.128090
-0.359980

-0.077299
0.095926
0.003540
-0.035128

Season 8
PHI(1)
0.762039
0.001772
0.246268
0.082017

0.191917
0.779999
0.158552
-0.143119

-0.205677
-0.141104
0.191734
0.066311

-0.076274
-0.052721
0.131429
0.526325

PHI(3)
0.002216
-0.085617
0.219149
-0.102019

0.297057
0.453482
0.336223
0.151088

0.173761
0.195308
0.112728
0.144681

0.054338
-0.085199
-0.171996
0.295824

PHI(2)
0.110258
0.054785
0.079370
-0.022760

0.164167 -0.060030 -0.004587
-0.053537 -0.036105 0.133121
-0.053949 0.073105 -0.068462
0.344836 -0.105539 -0.100584

PHI(2)
0.123984
-0.086995
0.070427
-0.237365

-0.039857
0.372170
0.105265
-0.110408

0.166644
0.083300
0.192900
0.258060

-0.076209
-0.191173
-0.127463
0.390527

PHI(2)
0.035373
0.097836
-0.522209
0.036989

-0.371877
-0.403235
-0.305380
0.048533

0.066192
0.147401
0.473043
-0.112548

-0.033826
-0.006727
0.035831
-0.040175
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Season 9
PHI(1)
0.215960
0.069944
-0.010868
0.063609

0.317368
0.511458
0.428735
-0.286715

-0.020559
0.221481
0.222708
0.352855

0.140451
-0.087104
-0.246828
0.662506

PHI(3)
0.375582
0.186825
0.711559
0.748827

-0.612261
-0.231697
-0.562979
-0.571425

-0.034222
-0.022619
-0.126665
-0.153328

0.051845
-0.090067
-0.166502
0.176909

Season 10
PHI(1)
0.044527
0.183315
-0.025272
-0.339785

0.440403
0.540502
0.302648
0.228185

-0.029414
-0.195242
0.135779
-0.077966

0.017798
-0.142406
-0.032966
0.654643

PHI(3)
0.441577
0.122728
0.162041
0.686295

-0.224736
-0.147538
-0.150824
-0.509698

0.253039
0.317479
0.420177
0.174605

-0.220623
-0.104308
-0.117536
-0.165734

Season 11
PHI(1)
1.196500
0.612035
0.433487
0.018196

-0.535093
0.036068
-0.191451
-0.510622

-0.169377
-0.239660
0.338349
0.436976

-0.058897
-0.070379
-0.359742
0.485700

PHI(3)
0.118887
0.237709
0.140295
0.203947

-0.068500
0.101856
-0.044102
0.147594

0.099756
0.076877
0.099319
-0.043136

-0.121355
-0.305149
-0.077767
-0.225821

PHI(2)
0.308194
-0.172606
-0.319797
-0.575200

0.140981
0.432848
0.041492
0.398818

0.099728
-0.070651
0.474841
0.151721

-0.256117
0.084287
0.267330
-0.261067

PHI(2)
0.073795
-0.169888
0.041749
-0.147802

-0.107308
0.370968
-0.175061
0.253219

-0.183184
-0.126544
0.011050
-0.264260

0.116867
0.105403
0.011713
0.244460

PHI(2)
-0.261017
-0.159826
-0.128848
-0.123972

0.379187
0.279410
-0.028896
0.172001

0.079638
0.052780
0.313305
-0.108154

-0.059436
-0.061883
0.063796
0.161586
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Season 12
PHI(1)
0.495500
0.171435
-0.025323
-0.235852

-0.014501
0.014809
0.066898
0.225231

-0.032929
0.165848
0.462841
0.152603

0.064527
0.044467
-0.066882
0.262017

PHI(3)
-0.059962
-0.027448
0.229052
0.106592

0.001961
0.165748
-0.099213
-0.042380

0.074350
-0.035801
0.104935
-0.017847

0.032058
-0.083697
-0.226958
-0.032992

PHI(2)
0.117397
-0.376124
-0.261804
-0.339186

-0.042632
0.628337
0.247106
-0.211158

0.021195
-0.055814
-0.084797
0.495209

-0.030468
0.098323
0.428600
0.342169
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Appendix C
The demand series are generated in SAMS 2007 using the univariate periodic autoregressive
moving average model, PARMA(1,0), for seasonal data for one site. The User’s Manual
presents the PARMA(p,q) model with the following equation and description:
𝑝

𝑞

𝑌𝜈,𝜏 = ∑ 𝜙𝑖,𝜏 𝑌𝜈,𝜏−𝑖 +  𝜀𝜈,𝜏  −  ∑ 𝜃𝑗,𝜏 𝜀𝜈,𝜏−𝑗 
𝑖=1

𝑗=1

Where 𝜙1,𝜏 , 𝜙2,𝜏 , … , 𝜙𝑝,𝜏 are the periodic autoregressive parameters and 𝜃1,𝜏 , 𝜃2,𝜏 , … , 𝜃𝑝,𝜏 are the
periodic moving average parameters, and 𝜀𝜈,𝜏 is the uncorrelated noise term which for each
season is normally distributed with mean zero and variance 𝜎𝑡2 .
There is a warm-up period to remove the effects of the initial condition (Sveinsson et al., 2007).
Current_Model: PARMA(1,0)
For Site(s): 1
Model Fitted To: Standardized Data
PARAMETERS:
White_Noise_Variance:
Season
1
0.165036
2
0.126961
3
0.732806
4
0.28802
5
0.327135
6
0.312042
7
0.382669
8
0.181977
9
0.524146
10
0.5258
11
0.406353
12
0.255489
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PAR_PARAMETERS:
Season PHI(1)
1
0.913764
2
0.934365
3
0.516908
4
0.843789
5
0.820283
6
0.829432
7
0.785704
8
0.904447
9
0.689821
10
0.688622
11
0.770485
12
0.862851
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